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I've been reading the Seamus Heaney translation of "Beowulf." As a young graduate student in English I thought I might become a medievalist, so took a course in Old English and ...
Psychology Today
As the publishing world goes wild for contemporary ‘reimaginings’ of Greco-Roman myths, they would do well to look a little further north ...
Thor, a woman? Why modern gender theory is only as ‘new’ as Norse mythology
The American writer Maria Dahvana Headley has done a feminist translation of the Old English epic poem Beowulf and it's bold, exciting and irreverent. Glasgow based Australian writer Helen ...
Feminist retelling of Beowulf and author of The Cry
Photo: This combination photo shows American writer Michael D.C. Drout and the front cover the Persian translation of his book “Approaches to Literature”.
“Approaches to Literature” comes to Iranian bookstores
Maria Headley translates ‘Beowulf,’ a story in which women make the world, and men make their legends by destroying it. Much of the force of Jenny Erpenbeck’s fiction flows from the contrast between ...
In Translation
The heroic warrior Beowulf. The epic poem Beowulf ... who has published his own modern translation of Gawain. The forger, brawler, spy, poet and playwright Christopher Marlowe created Tamburlaine ...
Teach Yourself A Lesson: Delve Deeper Into English Literature With In Our Time
An Analysis of the Omissions Seamus Heaney’s Audio Beowulf: An Analysis of the Omissions (pp. 161-184) Douglas Ryan VanBenthuysen The significance of Seamus Heaney’s translation of Beowulf struck me ...
Studies in Medievalism XVII: Defining Medievalism(s)
Seamus Heaney is a unique phenomenon in contemporary literature, as a poet whose individual volumes (such as his Beowulf translation, and individual volumes of poems such as Electric Light and ...
The Cambridge Companion to Seamus Heaney
This work for chorus and orchestra is set to William Norris and A.J. Wyatt’s translation of the 8th-century epic poem, specifically the chapter that deals with the king’s funeral rites after ...
Lament for Beowulf Lyrics
The book argues that the poet was Mercian, that he was making ironic reference to Beowulf and that his story of St Andrew ... The Old English text and Modern English translation of Andreas are ...
Andreas: An Edition
Her latest work is a hip-hop style translation of the thousand-year-old epic poem, Beowulf (Scribe). She has also written a novel based on Grendel's mother (The Mere Wife, Scribe). Writing such as ...
Podcast extra: Maria Dahvana Headley and all that monstrous reading
The translation is so stuffed with market-fresh slang that after “blinged-out,” “no worries,” “smoking gun,” “threw shade,” “main man,” and “Hashtag: blessed,” you might think Beowulf was composed by ...
Cartes de visite
By posting on our share chat boards you are agreeing to the following: If you are going to post non-English, please also post an English translation of your post. The IP address of all posts is ...
Beowulf Mining Share Chat
Schulman is the editor of The Rise of the Medieval World (Greenwood, 2002), co-editor of Women and Medieval Epic: Gender, Genre, and the Limits of Epic Masculinity (Palgrave-Macmillan, 2007), ...
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